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Webmaster

Better late than never! This newsletter was
due last month, but failed to appear because I
was due into hospital for some minor surgery.
However, Sod’s Law intervened, and the op was
cancelled at the last minute, so I am still on the
waiting list. Nothing changes!
We have news of some of the shows and
oher events MWA will be attending in 2015.
Perhaps you will not mind if I say that supporting
these shows etc. falls on a quite snall band of
members. It would be nice to see some new
people offering work for display and sale, and
also to help out with the heavy lifting. How about
it? Each show is a great social occasion,
besided bringing income to both the Club and to
those taking part.

Peter Phelps

peter@ pphelps.co.uk

January Meeting
Mike Wood was our
demonstrator in January.
Mike is always worth
watching. Most demonstrators
show their approaches to
advanced turning projects, but
Mike usually comes up with
some conundrum in wood
working, and proceeds to
invent a wood turner’s
solution to it. This evening
was no different. Mike had
decided to use the lathe to
reproduce the drawer handles
found on G-Plan furniture
which he was repairing.
Those of us with long memories will remember this attractive
range of immediately post war furniture. First, Mike sang the
praises of wooden faceplates as adjuncts to the lathe. His
faceplates were made of thick MDF, mounted either on a
four jaw chuck or a small metal faceplate.

January Meeting contd.
small cuts to avoid dislodging the blocks.
During these operations Mike received plenty
of opinions from some
members on how he
should proceed, or
should have proceeded,
but it was clear that he
had very carefully
planned and rehearsed
everything beforehand!
One operation used a
home made sanding
disc to shape small
details freehand . The
end result as a set of
beautifully formed
drawer handles which
nobody would ever
guess had been made
entirely on the lathe.

He showed how he uses wooden faceplates to
enable the lathe to to
cope with several
what might be termed
non turning jobs.
Then it was time for
the nitty gritty.
Mike had prepared a
faceplate to which he
attached, by screws
from the rear of the
plate, the four blocks
of wood which were
to become drawer
handles. From then
on Mike carried out a
carefully planned
sequence of
operations. Turning
the blocks on their
centrally inserted
screws made
symmetrical cuts
possible He used a
small very sharp
spindle gouge and a
small scraper to take

The was a fascinating
display of Mike’s skill
and ingenuity which
was well received by
the audience . We
look forward to more
of the same in the future!

For Your Diary
Shows

2nd 3rd & 4th May at Mapledurham
16th & 16th May at Daventry
22nd t0 29th May in The Great Barn, Ruislip

Club

14th May Richard Findlay
May 17th All Day Seminar
June 11th Workshop Evening
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February Workshop Evening.
There were three
activities for the
February
Workshop evening.
Phil Jones ran a
class in common
spindle turning
operations, while
Stuart King
instructed on the
use of rotary
decorating tools, in
particular his own
“Decorating Pixie”
which is especially
suitable for smaller projects. The Pixie is a
smaller version of the well known Elf. and
is eaily made from available burrs and
materials. The third activity was a
demonstration of Tony Champion’s take
on ornamental turning (OT) equipment.
Tony has brought his long experience as
an engineer to bear on devising an
attachment, fixed to a normal wood turning
lathe, which would enable basic OT to be
carried out . Most of the attachment uses

already available engineering
components to replicate the action of a
very expensive purpose built OT lathe.
There was much interest in Stuart;s
Pixie and the effects which it could
produce. Members were able to try it it out
for themselves, and discover its
possibilities and limitations. Phil had
brought along a box full of ready to use
blanks, and again many members were
able to try for themselves, resulting in a
good supply of “designer firewood”at the
end of the evening.
Perhaps the greatest interest centred on
Tony’s OT gadgetry. It worked very well on
basic OT operations, and in time will begin to
produce
more
complex
pieces.
Tony has
plans for
an addition
which will
replicate
the rocking
head stock
found on many OT lathes

March Meeting
Unfortunately, your scribe was not present for the March meeting, but since Gary
Rance was demonstrating, there must have been much “audience participation” and
a very professional exposition . His demonstration was the making of what he calls
“Idiot Sticks”, a small toy which has fooled and delighted children and adults for
many generations!

Workshop Evenings
Workshop Evenings are an important part of the activities of MWA. They are
intended to provide advice and instruction on many turning activities, including those
less commonly seen. This will help those who are perhaps at the beginning of their
turning activities, or wish to eradicate bad turning habits. They also provide an
opportunity for discussion, and for general social activity. Each workshop is
manned by experts, and members are encouraged too take up the tools and make
some shavings, with advice and expert knowledge on hand. To make the
programme effective, we really would like to know what the members want. Please
let any committee member know of any problems you may have encountered in your
turning, and we will endeavour to include them in the workshop evenings. Your input
is very important to us!
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Gallery

Items selected from recent work on the Competition Table.
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